Measuring and testing

Hand-held anemometer

**Characteristics:**
- Wind speed measured in mph, km/h, m/s or knots
- LCD back-light
- Auto power OFF
- Water resistant
- Lithium battery and neck band included
- Wind speed measuring range: 0.2–30 m/s
- Wind speed accuracy: ± 5% or ± least significant digit
- Power source: 1 x 3 V lithium cell (CR2032)
- Dimensions (L x W x H): 39 x 17 x 98 mm

Part no. 118120435001  Hand-held anemometer
Part no. 811002  Protective bag for hand-held anemometer

Water-sensitive paper

Strips of water-sensitive paper with special coating which turns blue upon contact with water. Perfect for checking penetration, coverage and distribution.

Part no. 889000001  Packing unit of 25 strips 500 x 26 mm
Part no. 889000002  Packing unit of 50 strips 52 x 76 mm
Part no. 889000003  Packing unit of 50 strips 76 x 26 mm

Support stand for water sensitive paper

Secure and standardised fixation of water sensitive paper at different angles in the crop canopy for correct comparison of different spray applications. Stand in stainless steel with support base and ground spike, adjustable clamps to fix the paper strips.

Part no. 11600082  Support stand for water sensitive paper